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Match each of the following terms to its definition:

Mode Middle Average

Median Mean (average) Central tendency

1. __________ - halfway; midway between two points

2. __________ - the result you get by adding two or more
numbers together and then dividing that total by the
number of addends

3. __________ - describing a group of data using a
single value; there are 3 measures of central tendency
â€“ mean, mode and median

4. __________ - the average of a set of numbers

5. __________ - the middle number when a data set is in
numerical order

6. __________ - the number that occurs most often in a
set of data
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Match each of the following terms to its definition:

Mode Middle Average

Median Mean (average) Central tendency

1. Middle - halfway; midway between two points

2. Average - the result you get by adding two or more
numbers together and then dividing that total by the
number of addends

3. Central tendency - describing a group of data using a
single value; there are 3 measures of central tendency
â€“ mean, mode and median

4. Mean (average) - the average of a set of numbers

5. Median - the middle number when a data set is in
numerical order

6. Mode - the number that occurs most often in a set of
data
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